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Image No.

PMBPhoto60_1

PMB Catalogue Title

Photograph of men and coconuts

PMBPhoto60_2

PMBPhoto60_2a
PMBPhoto60_3

Small hand lettered card, front
Small hand lettered card, back

Small hand lettered card, front

Description
N.B.: Black & white photos up to 60_100 have original captions, set off between “
”; the remaining photos are uncaptioned and the descriptions, set off by [ ], may
well need correcting.
Photograph of men and coconuts
Gift envelopes with photographs made by Frank Paton
[A small hand lettered card] “With best thoughts for the coming year JANUARY1932
/ From: Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. C. Paton, Tangoa. New Hebrides.” [A small
photograph] “The Islands of Elia and Araki: (Tangoa in foreground). Beyond these
two islands is open sea without land of any kind for a thousand miles – THEN –
AUSTRALIA!”
[A small hand lettered card] “just a New Year Remembrance. JANUARY, 1932.
FROM: Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. C. Paton, Tangoa. New Hebrides” [A small photograph,
identical to that of 60_336] “The Malinoa” (the Inter-Island Steamer) at anchor
between Tangoa and Santo (in the distance)”
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PMBPhoto60_3a
PMBPhoto60_4

PMBPhoto60_4a

Small hand lettered card, back

Small hand lettered card, front
Small hand lettered card, back

PMBPhoto60_5
PMBPhoto60_6
PMBPhoto60_7
PMBPhoto60_8

A young ni-Vanuatu boy
Rita Paton being carried by two niVanuatu men to shore
Local houses/buildings with thatched
roof
ni-Vanuatu men climbing a coconut
tree

PMBPhoto60_9

[A small hand lettered card] “With loving New Year Thoughts – JANUARY, 1932
Jan 1932
FROM: MR. AND MRS. FRANK PATON, TANGOA. NEW HEBRIDES” [A small
photograph] “The MALINOA (the Inter-Island steamer) at anchor between Tangoa and
Santo (in the background)”
Black and white photographs taken by Frank Paton in Vanuatu when he and his
wife, Rita Paton, spent time working on Tangoa, 1931-1933
“Summer dress – 1950? Snapped, developed, enlarged and entered by Frank J.C.
Paton, 113 Bambra Road, Caulfield, S.E.8”
Rita Paton being carried by two ni-Vanuatu men to shore.

Postcard. Onua Pangkumu, E. Malekula. House of Native Pastor Juda, Rev. F.J. Paton,
Judah and a group of villagers” (see PMBPhoto60_12)

19311933
19311933
19311933
19311933
19311933
19311933
19311933
19311933
1932
19311933
19311933

Husking coconuts. “Dear Frank, Very sorry that the only people who are unfortunate
enough to know me and have no complaint about my lack of attention are those who

19311933

“Village scene”
“Working for their tucker”
Husking coconuts

Husking coconuts
PMBPhoto60_10
PMBPhoto60_11
PMBPhoto60_12
PMBPhoto60_13
PMBPhoto60_14
PMBPhoto60_15

The Island Mail Steamer
A local house, possibly a church, made
out of local materials
Pastor Juda with two other men.
Enoch's father George behind.
Coconut Planation on Tangoa
Postcard of Mission House at Onuea
Pangkumu in E. Malekula
Postcard of Onua Pangkumu with
Pastor Juda, Rev F.J. Paton, Juda and a
group of villagers

PMBPhoto60_16
Men husking coconuts

“The Makambo at anchor – Tangoa – Early Morning. 27” 6min, the Island Mail
Steamer”
Church? Made of traditional materials
“Pastor Juda at right, Enoch’s father George behind”
“In the plantation on Tangoa in 1932, 18sec, 18in”
Postcard. “Oneua Pangkumu, E. Malekula, Mission house with grass paddock.”
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might possibly be about to buy a car. All the others seem to have good reason to
complain. In great haste, Love to you and Rita, More very anon: Yours Gavin”
“The Patons eat”

PMBPhoto60_17
Paton family having a meal
PMBPhoto60_18
PMBPhoto60_19
PMBPhoto60_20

“Stallan family going to church”
Stallan family going to church
Rio and Miss Lunn (a sister of Mrs
Watson) on horseback
Inside a Dining Room on Christmas
Feast

PMBPhoto60_21
Mrs Paton with ni-Vanuatu children
PMBPhoto60_22
PMBPhoto60_23

Building construction workshop
Mr Anderson of Hog Harbour (left)
and Mr Bowie (right)

PMBPhoto60_24
Two ni-Vanuatu women and two
children carrying wood and coconut
PMBPhoto60_25
Mr and Mrs Paton at breakfast
PMBPhoto60_26

PMBPhoto60_27

Mr and Mrs Paton at afternoon tea
ni-Vanuatu men with their fishing
spears at Santo Beach

PMBPhoto60_27A
Canoe with Tangoa in the background
PMBPhoto60_28

PMBPhoto60_29

Rita, Frank, and Edith on the Wharf of
Sydney
ni-Vanuatu boys at the institute

“Rio and Miss Lunn (a sister of Mrs. Watson) on horseback”
“This photo wasn’t too successful. It is of the interior of the boys’ Dining Room on
Xmas feast day It really looked wonderfully pretty”
[Mrs Paton with niVanuatu children] “Not too wonderful but still Percy’s in the front.
He’s a pet of a kid. Have taken to parting my locks in the middle, these days”
“This was when the workshop was just beginning to look like a workshop. The
foreman and his stalwarts”
“Mr. Anderson of Hog Harbour (the tall one) and Mr. Bowie”
““The girls are the boys”. Every Saty. they go down to the plantation and “cart fire”
enough to do them for the week in their own kitchen. These are Mouki[?] with her two
… and May”.
[Mr. and Mrs. Paton, possibly a duplicate] “Taken at brekky one morning at Unwey
[?]. Frank took it”
“The idle rich [i.e., Mr. and Mrs. Paton] at afternoon tea. Patto looks as if he just
wants the monocle and the kid gloves and he would be set. Paddy’s favourite position
when the camera is about! This was taken in the front garden”.
“Bushmen on Santo beach. They are quite a friendly lot, and love having their photo
taken. The spears etc. are for spearing fish – June 1932”
“Rio in a native canoe belonging to one of the students here. Tangoa in the
background. The right cross marks Bowie’s house and the left one, our own, behind.”
“Rita, Frank and Edith on the wharf at Sydney before we went on board the
S.S.MAKAMBO (Burns Philp; abt. 500 tons) on way to Tangoa, New Hebrides –
May, 1932”
“Three of the boys here. This is a good example of the type of boy at the Institute. We
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PMBPhoto60_30
ni-Vanuatu Boys on local model
canoes
PMBPhoto60 _31

PMBPhoto60_32

Canoe on Santo with Tangoa in the
background
ni-Vanuatu men with their fishing
spears

PMBPhoto60_33
PMBPhoto60_34
PMBPhoto60_35
PMBPhoto60_36
PMBPhoto60_37
PMBPhoto60_38

Small French Boat Makambo
French Boat Makambo
ni-Vanuatu boys baking bread
Rita Paton in vegetable garden
Frank Paton on his way to work
Mr and Mrs Paton with Peggy Stephen
(friend of Edith) standing next to a car

PMBPhoto60_39
PMBPhoto60_40

Three ni-Vanuatu students
ni-Vanuatu islanders on their canoes
selling fruit

PMBPhoto60_41
Two ni-Vanuatu women with small
children
PMBPhoto60_42

PMBPhoto60_43
PMBPhoto60_44

Mr Tulley with three ni-Vanuatu
students administering shots/vaccine
Mrs Paton at a beach
Mr and Mrs Paton with their dog in
front of their garden

are having better success with our developing and printing – F.P.”
“Your little model canoe is just like the real thing, isn’t it, Mum? Behind the boys you
can see our wharf, and the two boat - houses close together This side of the boat
houses is our beach – the other side the Tangoa village one”
“My Chrysler again. It’s rather good of Tangoa in the background (we took this on
Santo near Willie Watson’s). The X marks Bowie’s house, boat-house below, copra
house along far [?] left. Gov, the mark by the X is where our aerial pole is only you
can’t see it”
“Some of the bushmen on the Santo beach. The spears and bows and arrows give a
realistic effect – but they are just used for spearing fish or killing birds”
“A small French boat in our channel. It gives you an idea of the other side, i.e. Santo.
I’ve marked the other snap.”
“The Makambo, facing our little jetty”
“Boys baking bread. The village of Tangoa is in among the trees in the background.
Bread is made on Tuesday and Friday mornings.”
“Me in the vegetable garden. Also not too bright an effort in photography”
“The Big He-Man on his way to work. N.B. the “arfer”.”
[Mr. and Mrs. Paton with another woman standing next to a car] “We two with Peggy
Stephen, a friend of Edith’s who stayed a couple of days with us”
“These are three of the Institute boys – to let you see what type of boy comes here.
Sorry their feet are cut off – they were very proud of their shoes.”
“Taken from Makambo deck. Bushman’s Bay Malekula. Natives selling fruit.”
[Two niVanuatu women and small children] “My contingent every morning from
5A.M. onwards. They’re all dressed up for the occasion Elu is the child in the middle.
The attitude is almost a permanency! See the crotons marked X.”
“This is of Mr Tulley at work (injecting natives against Hookworm and Yaws.) The
cheery gent is a heathen man from Santo who is being “stuck” – the three boys are our
Institute boys who were helping with proceedings.”
[Photo of Mrs. Paton] “On the rocks down at our beach”
“In our front garden; the dog is not on his best behaviour! He doesn’t like the sun in
his eyes!
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PMBPhoto60_45

PMBPhoto60_46

PMBPhoto60_47
PMBPhoto60_48
PMBPhoto60_49

Two women standing with children
Elu (left) and Percy (right) having a
shower.
Foundation stone with the engravings
"TO THE GLORY OF GOD THIS
CHURCH WAS BUILT BY
'NGANGA CHIEF OF MELE AND
HIS PEOPLE OPENED 29TH SEPT
1935'."
Students of the Tangoa Training
Institute, 1932
Yam Festival, South West Bay
Evening sunset

PMBPhoto60_50
Students at the Institute houses and
dining room
PMBPhoto60_51
Student heading to the gardens on their
small canoes
PMBPhoto60_52
Francis and young Percy
PMBPhoto60_53
Climbing a coconut tree
PMBPhoto60_54
Rio at Tangoa wharf
PMBPhoto60_55
ni-Vanuatu Children

Tangoa, New Hebrides, May 1933 (now called Vanuatu. 1985) (Rita and Frank
Paton)”
“The nips having a shower from the soap suds after the washing is done and the
cement has been scrubbed. Elu is the wet one, Percy the smaller one.”
[Photo of foundation stone, reading ‘TO THE GLORY OF GOD THIS CHURCH
WAS BUILT BY “NGANGA” CHIEF OF MELE AND HIS PEOPLE OPENED 29TH
SEPT 1935’]

“ (1932) Students on Tangoa (Tangoa Training Institute) I tinted this when we were
there, with Kodak Watercolours”
“Yam festival S[outh].W[est]. Bay”
“This is one we took at sunset one evening. Taken from our beach, looking towards
Santo.”
“Part of “Number One” the boys’ houses. The big one at the right is their “Dining
Room”. On Xmas Day when we took this they had it decorated up outside & inside
with their lovely brick-red …. When we took this, they had just come out, were taking
their plates of rice to their own homes to eat.”
“Some of the boys setting out to go over to the gardens on the mainland. In the
distance you can just pick out the outline of the Sa[nto?] mountains. The wharf is in
the centre distance. Oct 1932.”
“Francis & young Percy. He’s a very sweet youngster. Sorry this doesn’t show him up
too well. See how close the school is to us. This photo was taken just off our verandah,
& the “Institute” is the first building you see. (Rita’s words)”
“This isn’t as pretty as we thought it would be. We could see thro’ that gap in the trees
Robert Watson’s house & cocoanuts, & the hill in the background, but they are not
visible”
“Rio, standing on the wharf at Tangoa” [On the photograph:] “Santo Peak, 6000 ft.
high.”
“Aren’t they pets? Alice is on the right. The “wild man” on the left is “small one for
Eta”.”
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PMBPhoto60_56
PMBPhoto60_57

Bow and arrow contest
Paton's front verandah, school distant
left

PMBPhoto60_58

PMBPhoto60_59
PMBPhoto60_60

Mountain view of Timebu on Santo
Bay
ni-Vanuatu children, including Elu,
Lizette and Percy

PMBPhoto60_61

PMBPhoto60_62

Tea Table with birthday cake
Alice with a ni-Vanuatu child on
Christmas Day

PMBPhoto60_63
Caught shark
PMBPhoto60_64

PMBPhoto60_65
PMBPhoto60_66
PMBPhoto60_67
PMBPhoto60_68

Mr and Mrs Paton
Frank and Rita Paton
Frank Paton
Two young boys by a tombstone,
South Malekula
Rita Paton with two ni-Vanuatu young
women

PMBPhoto60_69

PMBPhoto60_70

Young boys dry arrowroot in the sun
Young men with their baked bread

“A Bow and Arrow Contest at the Boys’ Christmas Sports. They shoot at a paw-paw
from 35 yards’ distance.”
“Our front verandah - school at left in distance. Tangoa 1/31”

1931

[Table top mountain which appears in a number of photos]
“Timebu (tea-may-boo) on Santo, as seen from Tangoa. We climbed it in May 1933 _
It is about 2000 feet high. Mr Bowie calls it “Edinburgh Castle” Please return to Frank
Paton, 34/17 Jolimont Rd. Forest Hill. 3131.”
“Looking towards jetty. Santo Peak in the distance”
“Four Piccaninnies, …_ Elu. Lizette _ Percy”
“This was a time exposure, and the garden beyond shows up very prettily. See the
birthday cake? Sept. 21, 1932. Tangoa, N.H.” [Beneath photo: ‘Our tea-table on 21st
September. It was very windy – the candles nearly all went out!!!’]
“Alice looked perfectly sweet on Xmas Day with these three balloons & her toys – but
it doesn’t show up too well in this.”
“The shark that was caught recently_ length 13 feet 6 inches. March 1933. Tangoa
N.H.”
“We let the camera take this snap with a “self-timer”. The greyish colour of the print in
general is due to the printing paper deteriorating quickly in this moist atmosphere _
Dec 1932”
“Outside the front gate. Santo hills in distance. One of the latest of Frank & Rita”
“In full tropic garb My eyes appear to be shut, but the sun was too strong In our front
garden Sept. 1932. Tangoa. NH”
“… Sth Malekula” [two local boys next to tombstone(?) with word DAVID legible]
“Rita with her two girls. Taken in the front garden, on the coral path. The crotons are
marvellous colours – leaves only –like all the autumn tints ever thought of!!!”
“This is how the boys dry the arrowroot before they pack it up to send it away. It’s put
out in tubs in the sun every day for weeks. You see we cut off people’s heads too! The
boy in the foreground is our little Shem.”
“Another of the Bakers. The bake-house is really in our back yard so this is the view
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PMBPhoto60_71
PMBPhoto60_72

View of Santo Peak from beach
Mr Paton holding a child named
Manola

PMBPhoto60_73

PMBPhoto60_74
PMBPhoto60_75

Three young students
Frank and three young boys at Tangoa

Tea table with birthday cake
PMBPhoto60_76
Group photo of students at the Institute
PMBPhoto60_77
PMBPhoto60_78
PMBPhoto60_79

Group photo of students at the Institute
Ship Makambo in the harbour

Mr Frank Paton at breakfast table
PMBPhoto60_80
Woman seated at table (perhaps Mrs
Rita Paton)
PMBPhoto60_81

PMBPhoto60_82

New Building workshop at Tangoa
View of the liner Makambo or
Malinoa in the bay

from our back door. The heaps of wood for their fires are in the background & the
coral wall dividing us from Tangoa village is about as high as those heaps – it’s just
visible behind them.”
“Looking towards Santo Peak. From the beach. See our jetty!”
““Manola”, a sweet child of one of the girls who helps Rita in the house here He is full
of mischief, and is always happy” [Mr. Frank Paton supporting child seated on
fence?]
“Three of the boys. I’m sending you this because of the back-ground. The “K” is the
boys’ kitchen, where they cook their rice & tea every day. (2 boys act as cooks).
There’s a fire inside & a long counter. The boys’ houses are alongside the kitchen. See
the big tree? It’s a Mango tree – they’re not ripe yet”
“Frank & boys at Tangoa”
“Part of our birthday tea table out on the front verandah. The cake was a huge success.
I made it & iced it But doesn’t the garden look pretty? Your zinnias Mum are in the
bed at the left of the photo, at the back. And this little bed around the Tree-fern has my
little blue flowers in it. Bowie’s house can be seen at the left top corner.”
“A photo of “all boy” – taken at 6:30 one morning in front of their school. Our house
is on the left, (not seen) and the building over the boys’ heads is the Tangoa village
school. You can see No. 3. White roof over the boy at extreme right.”
“Students at Training Institute” [Same or very similar to PMBPhoto60_76. Lined up
for photo, a blizzard of white]
“The old Makambo looks a huge (?) liner in our harbour”
[On front:] ‘The breakfast table, 21.9.32’ [Mr. Frank Paton sitting at table]. [On back:]
“On the back verandah Do you see your photos on the table? There are slices of pawpaw on the large plate in front of me. Sept. 21, 1932. Tangoa, N.H”.
[Photograph of woman, perhaps Mrs. Rita Paton, sitting at a table. Someone has
written explanations – ‘Lounge room’, ‘Bedroom’, ‘Aladdin Lamp’, ‘Bathroom’ and
‘The Back Verandah – Tangoa --July ‘31’ – in ink on the photo.]
“The new workshop Tangoa Dec. 1932” [European, perhaps Mr. Frank Paton, standing
in front of building, which seems to be of sawn timber with an iron roof, and four
niVanuatu men on roof itself. Cf. 60_139]
“The “Makambo” or the “Malinoa” in the big bay between Tangoa & Santo, as seen
from Tangoa. The “mountain” is called TIMEBU (pronounced TIM-AY-BOO). (In
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PMBPhoto60_83
Rita and Frank Paton
PMBPhoto60_84
PMBPhoto60_85
PMBPhoto60_86
PMBPhoto60_87

PMBPhoto60_88
PMBPhoto60_89
PMBPhoto60_90

PMBPhoto60_91
PMBPhoto60_92
PMBPhoto60-93
PMBPhoto60_94

Two ni-Vanuatu women and children
River on Santo
Yam Festival, South West Bay

Rita Paton with Mariki and Lemar
Mrs Paton carried by two men while
crossing Abenaus River
Bakers with loaves of bread
Natives from Santo waiting for their
vaccine
Three young men standing by tank
A man with twins
Two European men near watercourse
Students' house, Tangoa Training
Institute

PMBPhoto60_95
Mr and Mrs Paton on outrigger canoe
with two ni-Vanuatu men
PMBPhoto60_96

PMBPhoto60_97

The Institute Buildings
Wireless mast on coconut palm

Frank’s words)”
“Aren’t they sweet? Note the Zinnias Mum’” [Rita and Frank Paton standing in
garden]
“We think that this is priceless. Quite worth a place in the National Gallery.” [Two
local women with their young children. On photo itself: “Note the attitude (?)…”]
“Just a glimpse of a lovely little river on Santo (I painted the photo)”
“Heathen Yam festival S W Bay” [and cf. PMBPhoto60_48]
“These are my two strong black belles. Mariki is the large one, Lemar the little one.
They were simply thrilled to bits at the prospect of having this taken”[Mrs. Rita Paton
with the ‘belles’]
“SHE CAME TO A RIVER….” Rita crossing Benaus River on Santo – May 1933 Sam 1933
(Tanna) on Rita’s right and Kalangis (Efate?) on her left.”
“Bakers and their loaves on Tangoa”
“Some of the black belles and beaux of Santo. They came here for injections against
1931
Yaws, and Hookworm medicine. This photo was taken near the Institute, on Tangoa,
30 yards from our house. NOVEMBER, 1931.”
[Three young men in shorts, standing next to a water tank] “Kalulu. Sam”
“Native twin piccaninnies New Hebrides Dec 1940.”
1940
[Two adult European males standing near watercourse with eucalypts, in Australia?
Labelled “M Paton”]
“The students’ houses, Tangoa Training Institute”
[Mr. & Mrs. Paton sitting on outrigger canoe with their two crewmen] “Our Chrysler!!
Sorry the out-rigger doesn’t show. We will get a better photo of the canoe later. These
are the two bonzer little Tangoan village boys who take us over. The one in front was
overcome with mirth at the critical moment”
“The Institute Buildings, as seen from our front gate. The grass is buffalo grass. The
1931
white house in distance is one of the boys’ houses. The other building is used as a
store-room. October- 1931.” [Arrows on photo indicate direction of sea and Santo on
left, Institute on right.]
“Putting up the aerial on our “wireless mast” [a coconut palm] at the back of the house.
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PMBPhoto60_98
PMBPhoto60_99
PMBPhoto60_100

PMBPhoto60_101
PMBPhoto60_102

Paton family (taken in Australia)
Dan and Mary Macleod of Tanna
Makambo leaving Sydney for Port
Vila
View of the sea
View of house with water in
background

PMBPhoto60_103
The front verandah of house in Tangoa
PMBPhoto60_104

PMBPhoto60_105

Young men standing in bow and arrow
competition
Man standing over a canoe washed up
on land

PMBPhoto60_106
PMBPhoto60_107
PMBPhoto60_108
PMBPhoto60_109
PMBPhoto60_110
PMBPhoto60_111
PMBPhoto60_112
PMBPhoto60_113
PMBPhoto60_114
PMBPhoto60_115

That is the coconut tree that appears, in another snap, to be growing out of the roof.”
“M. Paton” [family group apparently consisting of a woman seated, a man standing,
and four children. Taken in Australia, with eucalypts in background?]
“Dan and Mary Macleod of Tanna”
“Sydney May 9th as the little Makambo let go for Vila” [Photograph apparently taken
from ship of group of people on wharf with streamers farewelling passengers. Cf.
60_115]
[View across sea to headland]
[View of house with water in background]
[Photo of house]. The photo carries the caption “The front verandah of our house,
Tangoa. 7/31”.
[seems to be duplicate of PMBPhoto60_56, showing young men standing in line in
front of building of sawn timber (church?) armed with bows and arrows]. Some hand
tinting.
[Beach with canoe drawn up on land, man standing in water]
[Group of students formed up for photo; perhaps a duplicate]

Student group photo
Portrait of four children
Islanders on canoes
ni-Vanuatu man dressed in hat, shirt
and long trousers
View across creek
Coconut palms
ni-Vanuatu man standing between
coconut and banana palms
ni-Vanuatu boy
Five Caucasian adults, one in nurse
uniform
Group of Caucasians upon a deck of
ship

[Portrait of four niVanuatu children]
[View across water with people in canoes in foreground]
[Photo of niVanuatu man in hat, shirt and long trousers]
[View across creek]
[In foreground, two coconut palms, one leaning at crazy angle]
[Man standing with coconut palms and banana palms in background]
[niVanuatu boy crouching behind mat on ground]
[Four Caucasian adults: two men, three women, one in nurse’s uniform]
[Group of Caucasians, apparently on upper deck of ship at wharf, holding streamers.
Cf.. Can the vessel be the good ship Makambo? Sydney? Cf. 60_100]
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PMBPhoto60_116
PMBPhoto60_117
PMBPhoto60_118
PMBPhoto60_119

Group photo of students at the Institute
Table with birthday cake
Group photo of students at the Institute
Table with birthday cake

PMBPhoto60_120
PMBPhoto60_121
PMBPhoto60_122
PMBPhoto60_123
PMBPhoto60_124
PMBPhoto60_125
PMBPhoto60_126
PMBPhoto60_127
PMBPhoto60_128
PMBPhoto60_129
PMBPhoto60_130
PMBPhoto60_131
PMBPhoto60_132
PMBPhoto60_133

PMBPhoto60_134
PMBPhoto60_135
PMBPhoto60_136

Mr Paton with three ni-Vanuatu boys
Two ni-Vanuatu men carrying Mrs
Paton
Mr and Mrs Paton on verandah
Mr and Mrs Paton sitting in the garden
Bow and Arrow Contest
Small steamer in the harbour
Coconut palms
Bakers with loaves of bread
Dining table with mud crab
Mrs Paton with Rio in canoe, Santo
Beach, Tangoa in background
Group on wharf saying farewell to
sailing ship
Small steamer (maybe Makambo)
Steamer (maybe Makambo)
Two ni-Vanuatu women carrying
wood and coconut alongside two
children
Group of ni-Vanuatu builders outside
sawn timber building
Small steamer (maybe Makambo)
Cow grazing among coconut palms

[Similar to 60_106]
[In foreground, table with lamp, cups and saucers, birthday cake with candles; hand
tinted. Compare 60_75?]
[Similar to 60_116 & 106]
[In foreground, table with lamp, cups and saucers, birthday cake with candles; hand
tinted. Compare 60_75?]
[Mr. Paton, with necktie and hat, and three niVanuatu males; body of water in
background. Cf. 60 _74]
[Mrs. Paton being ferried across body of water by two niVanuatu males; cf. 60_88?]
[Mr & Mrs Paton seated on verandah]
[Mr & Mrs Paton sitting on cane chairs in garden, with table. Hand tinted]
[Cf. 60_104]
[Small steamer in harbour; the Makambo? Hand-tinted]
[Two coconut palms, one at crazy angle. Hand tinted. Cf. 60_111.]
[Two young niVanuatu men dressed in white, with loaves of bread; hand tinted. Cf.
60_89.]
Table, with plates & mud crabs, taken from above]
[Outrigger canoe with Mrs. Paton and crewman. At bottom of photograph: “RIO IN
CANOE, SANTO BEACH, TANGOA IN THE BACKGROUND”]
[Group on wharf holding streamers as they farewell ship. Sydney? Makambo? Cf.
60_100 ]
[Small steamer. Makambo?]
[Same steamer as in 50_131; hand tinted. Note tabletop mountain in background, also
visible in other photos]
[Two niVanuatu women carrying firewood, with two small children; hand tinted.]

[Group of six young men, apparently builders standing outside sawn timber building]
[Small steamer (Makambo?) with single smokestack]
[Cow grazing among coconut palms; hand tinted]
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PMBPhoto60_137
PMBPhoto60_138
PMBPhoto60_139
PMBPhoto60_140
PMBPhoto60_141
PMBPhoto60_142
PMBPhoto60_143

PMBPhoto60_144
PMBPhoto60_145

PMBPhoto60_146

PMBPhoto60_147

PMBPhoto60_148
PMBPhoto60_149
PMBPhoto60_150
PMBPhoto60_151
PMBPhoto60_152

Village scene and man carrying pole or [Man carrying pole or mast? with thatched building in background]
sail
[Group of niVanuatu people seated on ground, perhaps husking coconuts; coconut
Husking coconuts
palms and thatched building in background.]
Mr Paton and ni-Vanuatu men
[Group of men on corrugated iron (?) roof of house or shed; one male (Mr. Paton?)
building new workshop
standing on ground beneath them facing camera; cf. 60_81]
Young man holding a big fish
[Youth in shorts and shirt holding large fish]
Young boy holding a bucket by a well [Young lad with large bucket]
ni-Vanuatu men holding spears on the [Group of males (“bushmen”?) with bows(?) on beach]
beach
Village scene of Caucasian woman
[Village scene: thatched houses, crotons, coconut palms in background; group of
(possibly Mrs Paton) with three niniVanuatu children on right; woman in blue dress (Mrs. Paton??) on left. Hand tinted.]
Vanuatu children
View of the settlement
[View of settlement from across stretch of water]
Two ni-Vanuatu women carrying
[Same as 60_133?]
wood and coconut alongside two
children
[Man dressed in tropical whites; behind, a low thatched building; on right of photo a
whitewashed (?) building also with thatched roof, perhaps student residence at Tangoa.
Caucasian man standing
Hand tinted]
[Group photo of (mainly) Europeans, men in ties, including, in centre, three older
gentlemen, one w. moustache who seems to be holding baby; some adult women; two
Group photo of foreign settlers
children]
Young Caucasian child leaning over
[Small boy wearing hat, leaning over stern of dinghy]
stern of dinghy
[Man holding up large fish; cf. 60_140, which seems to show same fish or fish of
Man holding a large fish
same species?]
[Unknown adult European male (police officer?), long socks, shorts; coconut palms in
Caucasian man
background]
Villagers gathered around chicken in
[Group of standing niVanuatu women and children; thatched buildings on right of
the middle
photo; poultry in mid background; coconut palms in background]
Children with ladder against coconut
[Group of children with ladder leaning against a coconut palm, one at top of ladder]
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PMBPhoto60_153
PMBPhoto60_154
PMBPhoto60_155
PMBPhoto60_156
PMBPhoto60_157
PMBPhoto60_158
PMBPhoto60_159
PMBPhoto60_160
PMBPhoto60_161
PMBPhoto60_161A
PMBPhoto60_161B
PMBPhoto60_162
PMBPhoto60_163

palm
Men carrying crops
ni-Vanuatu children
Small steamer
Sack race
Outrigger canoes on beach
ni-Vanuatu man with two children
Portrait of ni-Vanuatu man in Western
clothing
ni-Vanuatu family, Ambrym
Building workshop with ni-Vanuatu
men on roof
Four young ni-Vanuatu children
Outrigger canoe with its raised sail
Two ni-Vanuatu boys, each holding
enamel mug
European male sitting with cigarette in
his hand

PMBPhoto60_164
PMBPhoto60_165
PMBPhoto60_166
PMBPhoto60_167
PMBPhoto60_168
PMBPhoto60_169
PMBPhoto60_170
PMBPhoto60_171
PMBPhoto60_172
PMBPhoto60_173

ni-Vanuatu youth grating coconut
ni-Vanuatu woman holding a baby
Caught shark
Group photos of students dressed in
white
Two men climbing coconut palm
ni-Vanuatu men with standing in a line
with bow and arrow
Group photo of students at the Institute
Climbing a coconut tree
ni-Vanuatu women and children
Outrigger canoes with two paddlers

[Men on beach holding poles used apparently for carrying bundles of yams, or similar]
[Four niVanatu children, with wire netting in back. Hand tinted]
[View across water with small steamer]
[Three young men, perhaps competing in sack race?]
[View of beach with outrigger canoes drawn up]
[niVanuatu man, sitting ,with two children, standing]
[Portrait of niVanuatu male wearing shirt: head & upper body]
[niVanuatu family group: man, woman and child; labelled “Ambrym”]
[Men on roof; cf . 60_139]
[? identical to 60_154? Hand tinted]
[Outrigger canoe with sail up; one crewman on board, woman standing in water on
right of photo]
[Two small niVanuatu boys, each holding enamel mug]
[Unidentified middle-aged European male in open necked shirt facing camera across
table with check table cloth]
[Seated niVanuatu youth, apparently grating coconut into container made from
kerosene tin]
[niVanuatu woman holding baby, with hat & dress]
[Large shark; cf. 60_63.]
[Group photo of students in white; a duplicate?]
[Two men climbing a coconut palm while others look on; hand tinted.]
[Probably duplicate of 60_56]
[Group photo of students in white; cf. 60_167.]
[Climbing a coconut]
[Five niVanuatu women and their children]
[Outrigger canoe with two paddlers & European woman (Mrs. Paton?) sitting in
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and European woman (possibly Mrs
Paton)
PMBPhoto60_174
Caucasian male (possibly Mr Paton)
PMBPhoto60_175

PMBPhoto60_176
PMBPhoto60_177
PMBPhoto60_178
PMBPhoto60_179
PMBPhoto60_180
PMBPhoto60_181

PMBPhoto60_182
PMBPhoto60_183
PMBPhoto60_184
PMBPhoto60_185
PMBPhoto60_186
PMBPhoto60_187
PMBPhoto60_187A
PMBPhoto60_188
PMBPhoto60_189
PMBPhoto60_190

Mr Paton with three young boys
European-style house
Group photo of students
Group photo of ni-Vanuatu men
ni-Vanuatu men dressed in Western
attire
Two European women facing niVanuatu islanders
Three European women, a baby and a
ni-Vanuatu woman, villagers in the
background
A child's grave with inscription
Western-style home with a car parked
in front
ni-Vanuatu woman holding a baby
Bucolic scene with cows
View across the water to land
Group photo outside a church
Three young ni-Vanuatu men
Line of women sweeping
ni-Vanuatu men outside student
housing
Man with two children

reclining chair. Hand tinted.]
[European male (Mr. Paton?) in open necked shirt and long trousers with hat in one
hand and hand saw (?) in the other.]
[Mr. Paton? With necktie, long trousers and hat in hand with three niVanuatu males;
water in background. This does have caption: “Bushmen with me on Santo beach, with
Tangoa in the background. Note the modern fashions in dresses – even here! June
1932.”]
[Photo of European-style house and front garden, perhaps the Patons’ residence]
[Cf. 60_170 and others.]
[Group photo of niVanuatu “bushmen” (?); coconut palms in background.]
[Seven niVanuatu men, dressed in shirts & long trousers]

1932

On left, two European women in hats; facing them on right of photo four niVanuatu
“bushmen”?
[Three European women, two in floral dresses, all with hats, one holding a baby,
together with a niVanuatu woman]
[Grave with inscription ?? “1938 Sept 5 Monday the child born, n, Mikalmasis ..”]
[European type private home with car parked in front, perhaps late thirties?]
[niVanuatu mother holding baby]
[Bucolic scene: fence & gate, cows grazing peacefully in paddock, w. house in
background to right of photo.]
[View across water to land; in foreground, thatched building, coconut palm, canoe.]
[Group of people outside a church; a wedding party?]
[Three young men; the man in the middle, wearing shirt and shorts, has his arms
around the other two.]
[Line of women sweeping a cleared space next to a building]
[Small houses with thatch roofs and white (lime-plastered?) walls (probably student
housing, Tangoa), together with some men and a few chooks.]
[Man standing with two small children; thatch covered building in background]
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PMBPhoto60_191
PMBPhoto60_192

Group standing by water tin tubs
ni-Vanuatu man outside student
housing

PMBPhoto60_193
PMBPhoto60_194
PMBPhoto60_195
PMBPhoto60_196
PMBPhoto60_197
PMBPhoto60_198
PMBPhoto60_199

Student houses with thatched roofs
View from land over water with
steamer
ni-Vanuatu islanders
ni-Vanuatu Nativity drama
View over water and steamer
European man (possibly Mr Paton)
with three ni-Vanuatu boys
European women walking towards
dock

PMBPhoto60_200
PMBPhoto60_201

Landscape view with a seaplane/vessel
Landscape view towards stretch of
water

PMBPhoto60_202
PMBPhoto60_203
PMBPhoto60_204
PMBPhoto60_205
PMBPhoto60_206

Ocean view emerging rock
Mr and Mrs Paton on verandah
ni-Vanuatu boys by tombstone
ni-Vanuatu male elder

Passengers on upper deck of Makambo
PMBPhoto60_206a

PMBPhoto60_207

Moli Rani and daughter Vematani
Children of Pastor Varisiptiti

[Group of males apparently engaged in washing clothes? Hand tinted.]
[niVanuatu man standing before two thatched buildings with whitewashed walls,
probably student housing, Tangoa; coconut palm in background to right of photo]
[Line of four thatched houses with whitewashed walls, probably student housing,
Tangoa, with three niVanuatu males.]
[View from land over water with steamer; very faint]
[Group of eight niVanuatu males]
[People apparently dressed for nativity drama]
[View over water with small steamer]
[European male (Mr. Paton?) in long trousers with tie and holding hat in right hand,
with three “bushmen”?]
[Three Europeans, two of them females, standing overlooking jetty with boats. Very
small & difficult to interpret!]
[Small photo looking across stretch of water with vessel of some sort in middle
ground]
[Small photo looking towards stretch of water; one person in middle ground?]
[Small photo looking towards water with sort of islet, perhaps a limestone islet, with
tree. Hard to interpret!]
[Mr. & Mrs. Paton sitting together on verandah following afternoon tea(?)]
[Four niVanuatu boys, two standing, one squatting on tombstone(?), one with left foot
on tombstone]
[Old niVanuatu man with hat & white beard]
[Passengers on upper deck of ship, perhaps the good ship Makambo in Sydney, holding
streamers; a male in hat apparently on wharf on extreme right of photo. This seems to
be a duplicate?]
[Note that photos 206a-251 are relatively large, about 8.5cm. x12.5cm. Many (most?)
seem to have been taken at a single event, on a mission (Tangoa in connexion with 75th
anniversary celebrations?).] “Moli Rani & daughter, Vematani. Vematani is wife of
Pastor Langi (W. Santo).”
“These three are pastor Varisipiti’s children (The little boy is John Gillan!) (The other
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PMBPhoto60_208
PMBPhoto60_209
PMBPhoto60_210
PMBPhoto60_211
PMBPhoto60_212
PMBPhoto60_213

Pastor Varisipiti and wife Veriri
Veriri (Photo not located at March
2012)
Children of Pastor Varisiptiti (Photo
not located at March 2012)
Pastor Aimbon of Malekula (Ahamb)
Chief Moli Rani of Tangoa

ni-Vanuatu women
PMBPhoto60_214
Two ni-Vanuatu male elders
PMBPhoto60_215
Two ni-Vanuatu male elders
PMBPhoto60_216
PMBPhoto60_217
PMBPhoto60_218
PMBPhoto60_219
PMBPhoto60_220
PMBPhoto60_221
PMBPhoto60_222
PMBPhoto60_223
PMBPhoto60_224
PMBPhoto60_225

Group photo of ni-Vanuatu men
Group photo of both ni-Vanuatu and
European
Group photo of 56 ni-Vanuatu men
and women
Group photo of 39 ni-Vanuatu men
and women
Group photo of 33 ni-Vanuatu men
and women
ni-Vanuatu male elder with labelled
sign and sceptre
Group photo of 27 ni-Vanuatu
islanders
ni-Vanuatu man and woman
ni-Vanuatu man holding a Bible
Two ni-Vanuatu men

two, I don’t know) Taken on Tangoa”
“Pastor Varisipiti & wife Veriri.”
“Veriri” [Not located 23 Mar 2012. See also: PMBPhoto60_231.]
[Duplicate of 60_207] “Taken on Tangoa –August, 1970.”
“Pastor Aimbon of Malekula (Ahamb).”
“Moli Rani” [Chief of Tangoa]
[Unlabelled; outdoor shot of two niVanuatu women sitting on chairs. This & following
photos may have been taken about the same time, at some kind of church gathering.
Neckties are everywhere]
[Unlabelled; outdoor shot of two niVanuatu men sitting on chairs; man on right of
photo has glasses, carries a sceptre. Cf. 60_230]
[Unlabelled; outdoor shot of two niVanuatu men sitting on chairs. The man on right of
photo is person on right of 60_214. On his chest he has a sign which reads “1920”]
[Unlabelled. Outdoor shot of group of 15 niVanuatu men in white shirts and mostly
with ties]
[Unlabelled. Outdoor shot of group of 20 men and women, some niVanuatu., others
European. Probably taken on same day as 60_216]
[Unlabelled. Outdoor shot of large group (about 56 persons) of niVanuatu, men &
women]
[Unlabelled. Outdoor shot of large group (about 39) of niVanuatu - mostly men, a
couple of women]
[Unlabelled. Outdoor shot of group of about 33 niVanuatu, mostly men and four
women]
[Unlabelled. Man , also seen in 60_214 and 215, with sign reading”1920” on chest
and holding a kind of sceptre in his right hand]
[Unlabelled. Outdoor shot of 27 niVanuatu, mostly men.]
[Unlabelled. NiVanuatu couple, each holding bible?]
[Unlabelled. NiVanuatu man (who also appears in 60_223) holding bible?]
[Unlabelled. Two niVanuatu men, no ties!]
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PMBPhoto60_226
PMBPhoto60_227
PMBPhoto60_228
PMBPhoto60_229
PMBPhoto60_230
PMBPhoto60_231
PMBPhoto60_232
PMBPhoto60_233
PMBPhoto60_234
PMBPhoto60_235
PMBPhoto60_236
PMBPhoto60_237
PMBPhoto60_238
PMBPhoto60_239
PMBPhoto60_240
PMBPhoto60_241
PMBPhoto60_242
PMBPhoto60_243
PMBPhoto60_244
PMBPhoto60_245
PMBPhoto60_246
PMBPhoto60_247

Photo of a young European girl
Two ni-Vanuatu women sitting on
chairs
Chief Moli Rani of Tangoa and his
wife
Dr Makau Kasakau (left) and Chief
Graham Kalsakau (right)
Two ni-Vanuatu men, on holding a
sceptre and one holding a Bible
Veriri (ni-Vanuatu woman)
Pastor Langilosu and wife Vematan
Elder Jimmy Karonqona and wife
Lilian Fila Island
Pastor Langilosu and wife Vematan
Two ni-Vanuatu couples
Two ni-Vanuatu couples
Veriri (ni-Vanuatu woman)
Ni-Vanuatu man and woman
Indoor gathering of ni-Vanuatu and
Europeans
Six ni-Vanuatu men
ni-Vanuatu male elder
Group of people on the beach looking
towards the water
Moli Rani and group of men on
shore/beach
Moli Rani and group of men on
shore/beach
A Group of ni-Vanuatu women and
one child
A ni-Vanuatu man
ni-Vanuatu women and children sitting

[Unlabelled. European girl, head & upper torso]
[Two women – same as the subjects of 60_213? – sitting on chairs. In pencil:
“Maeki(?) on left Pastor…’s wife”.]
“Moli Rani & wife (Chief of Tangoa).”

1970?
1970?

“L to R Dr Makau Kalsakau Chief Graham Kalsakau
[In pencil] Makau Kalsakau on left” [The same men appear in 60_225]
“Cairns” [Two men sitting; cf. 60_214. Man on right holds a sceptre]

1970?

“Veriri” [photo of woman standing]
“Pastor Langilosu & wife Vematan.”
“Elder Jimmy Karonqona and wife Lilian Fila Island”

1970?
1970?
1970?

[same as 60_232]
[Unlabelled. Two niVanuatu couples, perhaps pastors with their respective wives]
“Love Velapain (?)”[Same as 60_235]
[Same as 60_237]
[Unlabelled. NiVanuatu couple, perhaps pastor and wife]
[Unlabelled. Indoor shot of gathering of niVanuatu and Europeans.]

1970?
1970?
1970?
1970?
1970?
1970?

[Unlabelled. Group of six niVanuatu men, standing]
[Unlabelled. Elderly niVanuatu man standing in front of thatched structure]
[Unlabelled. Group of women, some children on beach; in background, a small launch.
Departure scene?]
“Moli Rani”. [Men on shore, in background a couple of small boats.]

1970?
1970?
1970?

[Unlabelled. Same as 60_243]

1970?

[Unlabelled. Six niVanuatu women sitting on grass, plus one small boy?; fence and
mission buildings in background]
[Unlabelled. NiVanuatu man in shirt and shorts.]
[Unlabelled. Group of niVanuatu, mostly women, and children, sitting on grass.]

1970?
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on grass
PMBPhoto60_248

PMBPhoto60_249

Outdoor scene of the mission
Outdoor scene of the mission with two
ni-Vanuatu islanders

PMBPhoto60_250
PMBPhoto60_251
PMBPhoto60_252
PMBPhoto60_253
PMBPhoto60_254
PMBPhoto60_255

PMBPhoto60_256
PMBPhoto60_257
PMBPhoto60_258
PMBPhoto60_259
PMBPhoto60_260
PMBPhoto60_261
PMBPhoto60_262
PMBPhoto60_263
PMBPhoto60_264
PMBPhoto60_265

View of the Mission Station
Pastor Varisipiti's children, including
John Gillan on Tangoa
Pastor Varisipiti and wife Veriri
ni-Vanuatu man
ni-Vanuatu man and woman
Mr and Mrs Paton with another
women at Sydney Harbour
ni-Vanuatu men in garden
Group standing around boat launch
AG Russell at Ambrym
Flying fox hanging from branch
ni-Vanuatu islanders lifting out laplap
/ lap lap
Crowd of people at Onua School
Young ni-Vanuatu boys scraping yam
for laplap / lap lap
Sam, a ni-Vanuatu man
Frances and Mrs Paton with Bunty the
dog
Landscape photo with arrow pointing
to missionary house
Leni and Noia, two ni-Vanuatu young
girls at Aulua, Malekula

[Unlabelled. Outdoor scene, perhaps on mission station. In foreground, two surfaced
paths, at back trees and small building. On the extreme left of photo small group of
people]
[Unlabelled. Outdoor scene, perhaps on mission station. A surfaced path, trees, two
buildings.]
[Outdoor scene, probably on mission station.
A path, buildings, coconut palms]
“These three are Pastor Varisipiti’s children (The little boy is John Gillan!) _ (The
other two, not known) Taken on Tangoa – August, 1970”. [Same as 60_207]
[Duplicate of 60_208]
[niVanuatu man, perhaps a pastor, in long trousers, shirt and tie]
[niVanuatu couple, perhaps pastor & wife]
[Photos 255-xxx seem to have been taken at various times, some relatively recently]
“May, 1931. On the wharf in Sydney Harbour ready to board the “MAKAMBO”
(about 500 tons?’. [Mr & Mrs Paton, with a second woman; cf. 60_282]
“Onua Malekula” [Three and a half men sitting, with bunches of bananas??]
“A.G. Russell at Ambrym” [Group of people standing near launch, which has been
brought ashore]
“F.N.H.” [Flying fox hanging from branch]
“Lifting out the xxx “lap lap S.W.B.(?)”
“Onua School” [Crowd of people; school building (?) on right of photo]
“Scraping yam for “lap lap”, S[outh].W[est]. Bay…”
“Sam of ?Holeuru”
“Frances and I, and a lovely one of Bunty” [Bunty is a dog]
“Our house is just behind the Bowies’. It can be seen, but not in this photo”. [On the
photo itself:] “Bowie’s house Tangoa from Santo Beach”
“Leni & Noia, house girls at Aulua, Malekula”
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PMBPhoto60_266
PMBPhoto60_267
PMBPhoto60_268
PMBPhoto60_269

Onua Malekula (cooking with pots)
Young ni-Vanuatu child in tears
An Ambrym young boy
Young boy(possibly Leloch) lying on
sand at Aulua Malekula

PMBPhoto60_270

PMBPhoto60_271

PMBPhoto60_272
PMBPhoto60_273
PMBPhoto60_274
PMBPhoto60_275
PMBPhoto60_276
PMBPhoto60_277

ni-Vanuatu male elder
Three ni-Vanuatu men with one
holding a European baby (possibly
Janet Hallam)
Two ni-Vanuatu males with an
earthenware urn
ni-Vanuatu man eating rice at Aulua
Willy Bai of Ambrym
Woman from North Ambrym
Paton Memorial Hospital on Iririki
ni-Vanuatu man and woman from
North Ambrym

PMBPhoto60_278
PMBPhoto60_279
PMBPhoto60_280
PMBPhoto60_281
PMBPhoto60_282
PMBPhoto60_283
PMBPhoto60_284

A plate with Floral Design
ni-Vanuatu man holding a bow
Two young ni-Vanuatu boys
ni-Vanuatu men covering the laplap /
lap lap
Mr and Mrs Paton with another
woman at Sydney Harbour
ni-Vanuatu child crying
Church bell in South West Bay,
Malekula

“Onua Malekula’ [cook at work with pots etc.]
“Love to the “Littlest” one from Aunty Frances. Vila. New Hebrides April 1941”
[Photo of small child in tears]
“An Ambrym lad”
“Leloch (?) on sand at Aulua Malekula”
“Pastor Sauri of Fila Island New Hebrides to go c/o Sister Edgar, PMH, IRIRIKI _
VILA (Photo copied in 1971after T.T.I. 75th Anniversary celebrations.)” [Photo, in
poor state of preservation, of elderly man.]
“Janet Hallam (?), South West Bay Malekula”. [Three niVanuatu men, one holding
baby, presumably Janet]
“Earthenware urn from north of Malekula – when sufficient rain had fallen to fill urn
to certain level, the word was given to plant the yams At Onua”
“Bushman visitor at Aulua eating ice”
“Willy Bai of Ambrym”
“North Ambrym woman”
“(1931) P M H ((Paton Memorial Hospital) on Iririki, across the bay from Vila.)
“North Ambrym” [niVanuatu man & woman]
“At Onua – Malekula” [A plate with floral decoration and the words “Consider the
lilies how they grow”]
“Takotu An Ambrym murderer” [Smiling man holding bow]
“ …Mata atMata at Malekula” [Two young niVanuatu boys squatting; the boy in
foreground has a comb stuck in his hair]
“Covering the uncooked “lap lap”” [Cf. 60_259, etc.]
[Unlabelled; same as 60_255?]
[Unlabelled; same as 60_267]
“S W Bay Malekula” [Church bell, church in immediate background on right of photo]
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PMBPhoto60_285
PMBPhoto60_286
PMBPhoto60_287
PMBPhoto60_288
PMBPhoto60_289
PMBPhoto60_290
PMBPhoto60_291

ni-Vanuatu man with two young
daughters
Group photo of ni-Vanuatu islanders
and three European nurses
A pineapple tree
River flood (possibly in Australia)
Motor car in Australia
River flood in Australia
Village scene with thatched houses
and a clothesline

PMBPhoto60_292
PMBPhoto60_293
PMBPhoto60_294
PMBPhoto60_295
PMBPhoto60_296
PMBPhoto60_297
PMBPhoto60_298
PMBPhoto60_299

ni-Vanuatu man in island jewellery
European woman standing on deck of
ship
Uniformed policeman with rifle
Uniformed policeman with rifle
ni-Vanuatu man in shirt and necktie
Three ni-Vanuatu women holding a
container
School children in a classroom in
Aulua
Cheerful young man strumming
ukulele

PMBPhoto60_300
PMBPhoto60_301
PMBPhoto60_302

Young boy at water edge
ni-Vanuatu woman and child
Group of ni-Vanuatu men including
elders and pastors

PMBPhoto60_303
PMBPhoto60_304

ni-Vanuatu Pastor or Church Elder
Mission house residence with

[Unlabelled; niVanuatu man with two small daughters]
[Unlabelled. Group photo, mostly niVanuatu, including a uniformed man (policeman?)
and three European nurses]
[Unlabelled. A pineapple waiting to be picked]
[River in flood, perhaps in Australia}
[Unlabelled. A motorcar, perhaps of early thirties?]
[Unlabelled. Same as 60_289?]
[Unlabelled. Makeshift clothes line with a solitary pair of shorts hanging up. Plants
which look like tobacco. In background: a young coconut palm, two thatched
buildings]
[Unlabelled. niVanuatu man, head & upper torso. He is wearing a bead necklace to
which a couple of pig tusks are attached.]
[European woman – Mrs. Paton? – standing on deck of ship – Makambo? Possibly on
day of departure from Sydney]
[Unlabelled. Uniformed policeman with rifle]
[Unlabelled. Same as 60_294].
[Unlabelled. Man, perhaps pastor, in shirt and necktie]
[Unlabelled. Three niVanuatu women, two of them apparently holding a container.]
“Aulua”. [Schoolboys, some seated, others standing, in a classroom]
[Unlabelled. Cheerful young man strumming ukulele]
[Unlabelled. Young boy squatting at water’s edge; rowboat approaching in
background]
[Unlabelled. Woman, apparently with shaved head, and child]
[Unlabelled. Group of males, including pastors or elders, apparently standing outside
church. One cork hat]
[Unlabelled. Pastor or church elder in shirt, tie & long trousers, and wearing glasses,
outside a building]
[Unlabelled. House with verandah, corrugated iron roof, probably mission residence.
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PMBPhoto60_305
PMBPhoto60_306
PMBPhoto60_307
PMBPhoto60_308
PMBPhoto60_309
PMBPhoto60_310
PMBPhoto60_311
PMBPhoto60_312
PMBPhoto60_313
PMBPhoto60_314
PMBPhoto60_315
PMBPhoto60_316

verandah
Young ni-Vanuatu child with mother
smiling on the side
Wall map of Vanuatu (TTI Students by
Districts and Years)
Wall map of Vanuatu (TTI Students by
Districts and Years)
Wall map of Vanuatu (TTI Students by
Districts and Years)
Wall map of Vanuatu (TTI Students by
Districts and Years)
ni-Vanuatu father with child
ni-Vanuatu man attending to injury
Three banana palms
Group of ni-Vanuatu people outside
weatherboard building
ni-Vanuatu women and children
standing around a tree and bamboo
ni-Vanuatu young woman 'Jokapu'
ni-Vanuatu woman holding two
bamboo pipes

PMBPhoto60_317

Coconut palms in background]
[Unlabelled. Young child being held up for the camera by his mother, whose smiling
face is visible on left of photo]
[Wall map of Vanuatu, “TTI STUDENTS by DISTRICTS and YEARS”]
[Same as 60_306]
[Same as 60_306]
[Same as 60_306]
[Unlabelled. Father (in white singlet) and child]
[Unlabelled. Making Laplap?]
[Unlabelled. Three banana palms]
[Unlabelled. Group of niVanuatu people outside weatherboard building]
[Unlabelled. niVanuatu women & children standing around tree against which
bamboos are leaning]
“Jokapu S[outh].W[est].B[ay].” [Young woman, sitting]
[Unlabelled. Woman, possibly pastor’s wife who appears in other photos, holding two
bamboo pipes]
[Unlabelled. Two men, one wearing hat, standing in garden; banana palms, thatched
houses visible in background]

two ni-Vanuatu standing in a garden
PMBPhoto60_318
PMBPhoto60_319
PMBPhoto60_320
PMBPhoto60_321
PMBPhoto60_322

Four ni-Vanuatu men
View across water from shore with
steamer in the view
Young ni-Vanuatu person
ni-Vanuatu man holding large tuber to
plant
Young men assisting young children

[Four men, one of them also in 60_317, next to low thatch-covered building; a
breadfruit tree on right of photo]
[Unlabelled. Shot across water from shore. In the distance, a steamer?]
[Unlabelled. Young person, body at right angles to camera, head facing camera]
[Unlabelled. Man squatting next heap of dirt. holding large tuber]
[Unlabelled. Young man, in white shirt and long trousers, apparently helping boys
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PMBPhoto60_323
PMBPhoto60_324
PMBPhoto60_325
PMBPhoto60_326
PMBPhoto60_327
PMBPhoto60_328
PMBPhoto60_329
PMBPhoto60_330
PMBPhoto60_331
PMBPhoto60_332
PMBPhoto60_333
PMBPhoto60_334
PMBPhoto60_335337
PMBPhoto60_338

PMBPhoto60_339
PMBPhoto60_340
PMBPhoto60_341

with woodwork of some sort]
[Unlabelled. Large stretch of lawn with fence and European-style house in
background]
[Unlabelled. Man with small outrigger canoe at water’s edge in foreground; low island
or headland with coconut palms in background]
[Unlabelled. Family group? Man carrying bucket on pole, woman holding length of
ni-Vanuatu family
bamboo, and two small girls]
[Unlabelled. A creek with a wooden bridge crossing it. On left of photo in foreground:
A creek with wooden bridge
man with hat.]
Village scene: ni-Vanuatu man looking [Unlabelled. In foreground on left of photo: A man (policeman?) in white shorts and
towards thatched houses
cap; to right of photo and in background, thatched buildings, perhaps in village]
View across the water to land to hills
[Unlabelled. View across water to hills in background]
ni-Vanuatu man standing by a low
[Unlabelled. Man with big belly standing next low thatched building]
thatched house
ni-Vanuatu woman holding a book
[Unlabelled. Woman, holding something –a Bible? – in her right hand]
[Unlabelled. Shot taken from below showing coconut palm fronds and spreading
Sky view showing tree branches
branches of another tree]
View across water to hills
[Unlabelled. View across water to hills]
ni-Vanuatu boy carrying various
[Unlabelled. Lad carrying various objects (including bow and arrows?)over his left
objects including bow and arrow
shoulder]
ni-Vanuatu young boy standing among [Unlabelled. Lad standing among fruit trees, especially bananas]
fruit trees
NOT USED.
Student Houses, Tangoa
[Note that 60_338 to 60_439 inclusive are all colour transparencies, made during
Frank & Rita Paton’s 1970 New Hebrides Celebrations trip. To the extent that
they are labelled they may help to identify content in unlabelled black & white
Pacific Islands Farewell
photos of same period] “Students’ houses, TANGOA 1970-5-22”
Tangoa Training Institute students and “PACIFIC ISLAND FAREWELL (New Hebrides) 1970-5-13”
their houses
Coconut plantation, Tangoa
“Tangoa Training Institute students and their houses 1970-5-24”
View of Tangoa across channel from
“Cocoanut plantation, Tangoa 1970-5-6”
European-style house with stretch of
lawn and fence
ni-Vanuatu man with a small outrigger
canoe at shore
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PMBPhoto60_342
PMBPhoto60_343
PMBPhoto60_344
PMBPhoto60_345
PMBPhoto60_346
PMBPhoto60_347
PMBPhoto60_348
PMBPhoto60_349
PMBPhoto60_350
PMBPhoto60_351
PMBPhoto60_352
PMBPhoto60_353
PMBPhoto60_354
PMBPhoto60_355
PMBPhoto60_356
PMBPhoto60_357
PMBPhoto60_358
PMBPhoto60_359
PMBPhoto60_360
PMBPhoto60_362
PMBPhoto60_363

Santo Beach
Glimpse of village beach with boat,
Tangoa
Paddy and Nancy Jansen, Tangoa
Launch leaving Tangoa jetty
View from Tangoa beach
A creek with wooden bridge
Jetty, beach, Tangoa
Farewell from Tangoa
Jetty beach, Tangoa
Underground tank built by Monty
Collins in 1928-30
Footpath and mango tree in front of
school, Tangoa
Rita with ni-Vanuatu islanders at
Tangoa
ni-Vanuatu man with four children
Tangoa style thatched house
Two ni-Vanuatu young boys standing
by an oven
Visitors being welcomed at beach,
Tangoa
Dining Hall and student's houses,
Tangoa
Paton Memorial Hospital seen from
nurses' home
Tangoa village
Santo, from Tangoa jetty
View of nurses' home, Paton Memorial
Hospital, Iririki, Port Vila
Students and staff of Tangoa Training
Institute

“View of TANGOA across channel (1/3 mile wide) from SANTO beach (Watson’s
Point) 1970-5-21”
“Glimpse of village beach, TANGOA 1970-5-30”
“Paddy & Nancy Jansen, TANGOA, AUGUST, 1970”
“Launch leaving Tangoa jetty Aug.70 1970-5-13 [DUPLICATE]”
“From Tangoa beach, Sth Santo, looking west”
“Jetty beach, Tangoa AUG. 1970 1970-5 (DUPLICATE)”
“Farewell from Tangoa 1970 – 5 – 2”
“Jetty beach, Tangoa 1970 – 5 – 31”
“Underground tank (r.) towards No. 2 house back garden (tank built by Monty Collins
in1928-30) 1970-5 – 29”
“Mango tree in front of school – TANGOA 1970 – 5 – 5”

1970

“Sale, Love, Rita – at Tangoa (Santo district) 1970 – 4 – 36”

1970

“Tangoa Village Sale and eh’u [?], 1970 – 4 – 35”
“The real Tangoa village hut method of building 1970 – 4 – 37”
“Baking Bread AHI[?] 1970”

1970
1970
1970

“Visitors welcomed at beach, TANGOA 1970 – 3 – 76”

1970

“Dining Hall and students’ houses TANGOA 1970 – 4 – 16”

1970

“PMH, from nurses’ home – looking south 1970 – 3 – 5”

1970

“Tangoa Village 1970 – 4 – 32”
“Santo, from Tangoa jetty 1970 – 3 -33”
“Nurses’ home, top left, PMH. IRIRIKI – VILA 1970 – 3 – 3”

1970
1970
1970

“Students and staff. Tangoa Trg Institute AUG. 1970”

1970
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PMBPhoto60_364
PMBPhoto60_365
PMBPhoto60_366
PMBPhoto60_367
PMBPhoto60_368
PMBPhoto60_369
PMBPhoto60_370
PMBPhoto60_371
PMBPhoto60_372
PMBPhoto60_373
PMBPhoto60_374
PMBPhoto60_375
PMBPhoto60_376
PMBPhoto60_377
PMBPhoto60_378
PMBPhoto60_379
PMBPhoto60_380
PMBPhoto60_381
PMBPhoto60_382
PMBPhoto60_383

Paton Memorial Hospital, Iririki, Port
Vila
Vila foreshore from Paton Memorial
Hospital, Iririki
The Margaret Whitecross Paton
Memorial Church, Vila
Visitors arriving at Tangoa, Santo
Hills
75th Anniversary of Tangoa Training
Institute
Preparations for Welcome of the 75th
Anniversary, Tangoa, South Santo
Communion participants, Tangoa
Welcome Entry Sign
Outside Paton Hall
After Communion Service
Front Garden of No. 2 house, Tangoa
Vila Harbour from Iririki
Front gate and entrance of PMH
Dining Hall and students' huts, Tangoa
Vila Harbour, showing Margaret
Whitecross Paton Memorial Church
View of bay from nurses' home, Paton
Memorial Hospital, Iririki, Port Vila
Tangoa Village children in back
garden of No. 2 House
Vila Harbour Kawenu Teachers'
College
The doctor's residence, Paton
Memorial Hospital, Iririki Port Vila
John Cooper and Karmi Shing at

“Paton Memorial Hospital, IRIRIKI VILA – N. HEBS. 1970 – 1 – 34”

1970

“Vila foreshore from P. M. H., Iririki 1970 – 1 – 33”

1970

“The M.W. Paton Memorial Church, Vila. 1970 – 1 – 26”

1970

“Launch he come”. Visitors arriving at Tangoa. Santo Hills. 1970 – 4 – 3”

1970

“75th Anniversary, Tangoa Trg. Institute Aug. ’70 1970 – 4 -12”

1970

“Preparations for welcome, TANGOA, South Santo 1970 – 4 – 5 5.”

1970

“All those who attended Communion 23 – 8 – 70 – TANGOA 1970 – 4 – 9”
“WELCOME NOTICE with hibiscus 1970 – 4 – 4 Almost a duplicate”
“Paton Hall, and our house “(No. 2)” in the distance. TANGOA. 1970 – 4 8”
“After Communion Service – 23 Aug. 1970. TANGOA. 1970 – 4 – 10”
“Front garden of No. 2 house. TANGOA. 1970 – 4 – 14”
“Vila Harbour, from P.O. Iririki on the left. 1970 – 1 – 29”
“Front entrance, PMH. Iririki – Vila – N. Hebs. 1970 – 1 – 35”

1970
1970
1970
1970
1970
1970
1970

“Dining hall and students’ huts TANGOA Almost a duplicate 1970 – 4 – 17”
“Vila Harbour, showing Margaret Whitecross Paton Memorial Church 1970 – 1 – 24”

1970
1970

“View of bay from nurses’ home, PMH, Iririki, VILA. 1970 – 3 – 4”

1970

“Back garden – Tangoa village ch’n “No. 2” – our house. 1970 – 4 – 22”

1970

“Vila Harbour Kawenu Teachers’ College. 1970 – 1 – 27”

1970

“The doctor’s residence – PMH, IRIRIKI – VILA – N.H. 1970 – 38”
“John Cooper and Karmi Shing at Onesua H.S. 1970 – 3 – 23”
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PMBPhoto60_384
PMBPhoto60_385
PMBPhoto60_386
PMBPhoto60_387
PMBPhoto60_388
PMBPhoto60_389
PMBPhoto60_390

Onesua High School
Paton Memorial Hospital, Iririki, Port
Vila
Margaret Whitecross Paton Church,
Port Vila
"Wilfred Paton" launch at sunset,
Tangoa
Ambrym mountains with volcano in
clouds
Anniversary feast, Tangoa
Preparations for lunch feast, Tangoa
Cattle in back garden of No. 2 House
towards Araki

PMBPhoto60_391

PMBPhoto60_392
PMBPhoto60_393
PMBPhoto60_394
PMBPhoto60_395
PMBPhoto60_396
PMBPhoto60_397
PMBPhoto60_398
PMBPhoto60_399
PMBPhoto_400

Overlooking rooftops of the Paton
Memorial Hospital, Iririki, Port Vila
Sister Edgar MBE at Paton Memorial
Hospital, Iririki
Rongoana, Pastor (Kalmatak) at Mele
Village
Welcoming crowd waiting ashore,
Tangoa
Onesua High School students carrying
lumber
Windmill at Onesua High School
The jetty beach, Tangoa
Student list of 75 years at Tangoa
Training Institute (1895-1970)
Cattle yards, farm property opposite
Tangoa on Santo
Channel between Tangoa and Santo

“PMH – Iririki – Vila. 1970 – 1 36”
“Approaching the Margaret Whitecross Paton Church. VILA. 1970 – 1 – 25”
“The “Wilfred Paton” launch in the channel at sunset (Tangoa). 1970 – 4 0- 38”
“Ambrym mountains (Volcano in clouds) 1970 – 3 – 25”
“The feast begins. TANGOA. 1970 – 4 – 19”
“Preparations for lunch (feast) native style. TANGOA. 1970 – 4 – 18”
“Towards Araki from No. 2 back garden 1970 – 4 – 15”
[Transparencies 60_391 to 439 inclusive are from box labelled “FRANK & RITA
PATON’S 1970 TRIP TO CELEBN HEBS BOX 2”, and “REJECTS and others i.e.,
not good enough for general exhib. New Hebs. – Fiji 1970”] “Overlooking PMH,
IRIRIKI, VILA 1970 – 3 – 1”
“Sister Edgar MBE at Paton Memorial Hospital, Iririki – NEW HEBRIDES 1970 – 3
0- 6”
“Rongoana, Pastor, (Kalmatak) at MELE VILLAGE 1970 – 3 – 9”
“Ready for welcome. Tangoa 1970 – 4 – 1”
“Onesua High School students. 1970 -3 – 19”
“ONESUA HIGH SCHOOL WINDMILL 1970 – 3 – 20”
“The jetty beach, Tangoa 1970 – 5 - 32”
“TANGOA TRAINING INSTITUTE 1895 – 1970 75 years 1176 students 1970 – 5 –
26”
“Cattle yards, farm property opposite Tangoa on SANTO. 1970 – 5 – 16”
“The channel between Tangoa and Santo 1970 – 5 – 12”
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PMBPhoto60_401
PMBPhoto50_402
PMBPhoto60_403
PMBPhoto60_404
PMBPhoto60_405
PMBPhoto60_406
PMBPhoto60_407
PMBPhoto60_408

Landscape view across water towards
an island
Landscape view across water with
small boats
Thatched house with banana palms
Car parked in front of a thatched
building
Pacific Theology College student
housing
Nancy Jansen, Valda McLean and
Nancy Smith nearby jetty, Tangoa
Tractor leaving jetty, Tangoa
View across Timebu from Tangoa
beach

PMBPhoto60_409
PMBPhoto60_410
PMBPhoto60_411
PMBPhoto60_412
PMBPhoto60_413
PMBPhoto60_414
PMBPhoto60_415
PMBPhoto60_416
PMBPhoto60_417
PMBPhoto60_418

Portrait of a Caucasian male, Tangoa
Fence line of farm property, South
Santo
View of Tangoa from Santo
List of students who attended Tangoa
Training Institute 1895-1970
Paddy and Nancy Jansen, Tangoa
Garden view, Ken and Sulia Joual,
South Santo
"The Breezeway" No. 2 house in
Tangoa
Traditional style building with steep
roof
Two women facing each other, car and
field in the background
"LIFELINE" launch for Paton
Memorial Hospital

[Unlabelled. View across water towards island] “1970 – 4 – 21”
[Unlabelled. View towards island across water with two small vessels] “1972 – 2 – 5”
[Unlabelled. View of thatched house with stand of banana palms] “1970 – 1 – 12”
[Unlabelled. View of building with car in front] “1972 – 2 - 7”
“PACIFIC THEOL. COLLEGE Students’ houses 1970 – 1 – 8”
“Nancy Jansen, Valda McLean and Nancy Smith near jetty, TANGOA. 1970 – 5 – 3”
“The popular tractor going up from the jetty. TANGOA. 1970 – 5 – 14”
“Looking across to “TIMEBU” (Santo) from Tangoa beach (1 mile). 1970 – 5 – 7”
“At the end of the Island – near the rocks. TANGOA. 1970 – 5 – 8” [Portrait of
Caucasian man in check shirt]
“Fence-line, farm property, South Santo. 1970 – 5 – 14”
“Tangoa, from Santo near the “work party” huts. 1970 – 5 – 20”
“Names of […] islands of students who attended Tangoa Training Institute during 75
years, 1895 – 1970. (1176 names) 1970 – 1970 – 5 – 25”
” Paddy” and Nancy Jansen – TANGOA. 1970 – 6 – 28”
“Garden, Ken & Sulia Joual, South Santo, near Tangoa NEW HEBRIDES August, ’70
1970 – 5 – 35 DUPLICATE”
“The Breezeway.” “No. 2” house (ours) TANGOA. 1970 – 5 – 1”
[Unlabelled. A building with a steeply pitched, shingled roof] “1970 – 1 – 39”
[Unlabelled. Two niVanuatu men with view towards grass covered field] “1970 – 1 –
40”
“The “LIFELINE” – launch for PMH. 1970 – 1 – 31”
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PMBPhoto60_419
PMBPhoto60_420
PMBPhoto60_421`

PMBPhoto60_422
PMBPhoto60_423
PMBPhoto60_424
PMBPhoto60_425
PMBPhoto60_426
PMBPhoto60_427
PMBPhoto60_428
PMBPhoto60_429
PMBPhoto60_430
PMBPhoto60_431
PMBPhoto60_432
PMBPhoto60_433
PMBPhoto60_434
PMBPhoto60_435
PMBPhoto60_436
PMBPhoto60_437
PMBPhoto60_438

Outside the Hall and No. 2 house
Paton Memorial Hospital, Iririki,
Pathology Department
Nancy Smith with two ni-Vanuatu
women and children at Tangoa Village
Church
Community congregates outside
Tangoa Village Church
Looking down to Tangoa Village
Beach
Alan Blake leaving Tangoa by dinghy
Tractor bogged on farm property on
Santo near Tangoa
Evening feast at Tangoa
Scene towards Malo from the rocks of
Tangoa
Back garden of No. 2 house in Tangoa
Another shot of back garden of No. 2
house in Tangoa
After Communion Service
Visitors arriving Tangoa
Group of visitors arriving Tangoa
Community welcoming visitors in a
long line
Hibiscus decorations to welcome
visitors, Tangoa
Welcoming visitors near jetty, Tangoa
Evening service with people holding
books
People gathered on top of slope to
boatshed, Tangoa
View of Santo from Tangoa jetty

“The hall and “our” house (No. 2), TANGOA. 1974 – 4 – 7”
“P.M.H. – Iririki. Pathology Dept. 1970 – 1 – 37”
“Tangoa Village Church – Nancy Smith [with two local women & children] 1970 – 4 –
34”
“Village Church, Tangoa.1970 – 4 – 33”
“Tangoa Village beach. 1970 – 4 – 31”
“Alan Blake leaving by dinghy. TANGOA. 1970 – 4 – 30”
“Bogged on farm property on SANTO near TANGOA. 1970 – 4 – 27”
“Evening feast, TANGOA. 1970 – 4 – 26”
“Towards Malo from the rocks Tangoa. 1970 – 4 – 25”
“Back garden, No. 2 house, TANGOA 1970 – 4 – 24”
“No. 2. Back garden Tangoa. 1970 – 4 – 23”
“After Communion Service – TANGOA 23 AUGUST, 1970. 1970 – 4 – 11”
“Visitors arriving TANGOA. 1970 – 3 – 32”
“Visitors arrive. Tangoa. 1970 – 4 – 6”
“Visitors’ welcome TANGOA (SANTO in the distance) 1970 – 4 – 2”
“Hibiscus hoops to welcome visitors TANGOA. 1970 – 3 – 37”
“Welcome near jetty – TANGOA 1970 – 3 – 35”
“Evening meeting(?), TANGOA 1970 – 4 – 26”
“Slope to boatshed TANGOA 1970 – 3 – 40”
“Santo, from Tangoa jetty 1970 – 3 – 38”
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PMBPhoto60_439

Community welcomes visitors in a
long line towards shore, Tangoa

“Visitors’ welcome, TANGOA 1970 – 3 – 34”
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